Microscope slides and specialty glass

Showing the right path
Across our wide-ranging portfolio of microscope slides, laboratories recognize Trajan for quality, reliability and value.

When it comes to creating tissue slides, laboratory personnel find the perfect combination of exceptional surface quality and optical clarity in our specialized slides. The advanced surface technologies provide an optimal environment needed for tissue adhesion – and ultimately, successful diagnostic capability for a wide range of pathologies. Our dedication to quality and technology helps to provide reliable results within laboratories as they process and deliver multiple slides.

**Quality**

**Superior and robust**
- High quality extra plane float glass.
- Pre-cleaned slides with superior flatness and no artefacts.
- Automated production for increased reproducibility and reliability.

**Reliability**

**Exceptional performance**
- Uniform coating with strong staining results.
- Minimal failure rates with best in class performance.
- Validated on multiple tissue sample types.
- Special packaging to minimize exposure to moisture and dust.

**Flexibility**

**Multiple applications**
- Complete portfolio for various applications.
- Core histology, special and advanced stains in Pathology labs.
- Cytology and Hematology based processes.
- Trusted performance across all uses.
Microscope Slides

The range from Trajan allows you to select a superior quality slide for any application from frosted, adhesive and advanced adhesive microscope slides with different edge and corner options. All slides are carefully cut, ground, cleaned and inspected to ensure they meet the laboratory standards and quality.

Trajan slides are packed with double cellophane packaging in special cardboard boxes to protect against moisture and dust particles.

Coverslips

Trajan coverslips are manufactured using ultra-thin pure white borosilicate glass. They are suitable for use with conventional coverslippers as they conform to requisite specifications and are specially treated to avoid sticking together.

Coverslips are available in both rectangular and circular dimensions.

Compatibility

Automation amenable

- Compatible with all major histology equipment.
- Integrate well within existing histology workflow and processes.
- Provide better process control.

Improved patient care

Better diagnosis

- Superior optical clarity to aid diagnosis.
- Increased process reproducibility for consistent result interpretation.
- Preserve integrity of all stains, and can be archived long-term.
Microscope slides and specialty glass

Showing the right path

The team at Trajan will help you in identifying the right type of slide from the range to suit your workflow and applications. Customized formats and slides can be made to order.

Visit us at www.trajanscimed.com/slides or contact your regional Trajan representative for assistance and a trial sample pack.

Trajan Scientific and Medical

Science that benefits people

Trajan is actively engaged in developing and delivering solutions that have a positive impact on human wellbeing. Our vision revolves around partnerships that improve workflows, and deliver better results.